
Sample Questions 
 

1. What are class and objects? 

2. Why OOP are useful than the others programming techniques? 

3. Identify states and behaviors of the following classes. 

a) BankAccount 

b) Book 

4. What are the class modifiers? 

5. Why private classes are NOT available? Explain briefly. 

6. Briefly describe the following modifiers. 

a) Static 

b) Abstract 

c) Final 

d) Protected 

7. What is constructor? 

8. What is toString method? Explain with an example. 

9. Assume that, Account class consists with 4 instance variables namely account number (double), owner name (String), account 

balance (float) and owner NIC (String).  

a) Write 3 suitable constructors for the Account class 

b) Write an input method to enter data from keyboard. 

c) Write a print method to print account class details 

d) Write toString method to print Owner name and the account type in the format given below 
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10. What is composition? Describe how it is useful to make complex data types by using primitive data types. 

11. Create a Java class Name Owner with following instance variables owner name (String), owner NIC (String), Date of Birth 

(Date) and Address (String).  

a) Write 3 suitable constructors for the Owner class 

b) Write toString method to print Owner name and date of birth in the format given below 
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12. What is encapsulation? 

13. Write all the get and set methods on the Account class. 

14. What is inheritance? 

15. Write class headers for the following class diagram 
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16. Create an Account Array to store 100 accounts. 

17. Use above created Account array and write following methods (Assume that, a static class variable COUNT is available to 

handle number of accounts and all the required methods are available on the account classes.) 

a) Write a method “addNewAccount” to add new account  

b) Write a method “printAll” to print all account 

c) Write a method “printSupper” to print only the supper account information 

18. Use above Account classes and explain, how inheritance support for the Polymorphism? 

19. What is overriding? 

20. Use the account call example explain how overriding works?   

21. What are the programming errors? 

22. Wat are the differences between errors and exceptions?       

23. What is checked exceptions and unchecked exception? 

24. Explain what are the ways to handle errors without using exception? 

25. Write a Java class Quadratic with 3 instance variables a, b and c.   

a) Write a method name input to reads three real numbers (a, b and c)  

b) Write a method name printRoots, that determines and prints the two roots of the quadratic equation, ax2+bx+c=0, of 

which a, b and c are coefficients. Check the coefficients for different conditions and print appropriate messages. Roots 

can calculate through the following equation. 

𝑥 =
−𝑏 ± √𝑏2 − 4𝑎𝑐

2𝑎
 

 

c) Add error handling methods to handle user input errors 

d) Now add exception handling techniques to improve your application 

 


